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Abstract—This paper studies the coordination problem
for a Wireless Networked Robot system (WNR). The
objective is to drive the robots to keep a desired formation
through local exchange of information. Nevertheless,
packet losses may occur during communications among
robots, thus preventing the system to reach its specific
target. Specifically, the effects of an unreliable channel
on the WNR performance are analyzed by considering
the simulation of a corrective consensus algorithm into
a network simulator. The use of a packet-loss-tolerant
protocol is suggested to cope with heavy communication
disruption. NS-3 (Network Simulator) simulation results
validate the effectiveness of the proposed approach.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the mid 2010, the development of compound
systems made by networked vehicles, sensors and
actuators has been led by tremendous technologi-
cal improvements in robotics, computing and com-
munications [1]. These improvements have enabled
researchers and developers to envisage new robotic
systems that interact cooperatively and wirelessly with
other robots and even human beings. The namesake
of this new technology is ”Wireless Networked Robot
systems” (WNR), as identified by the IEEE technical
committee on networked robots [2]. According to the
standard, this system is identified by two elements:
(i) Autonomous Capabilities and (ii) Network-based
Cooperation. The first element refers to the necessity,
for a robotic node, to autonomously move and interact
with the environment, while the second refers to its
capability of communicating with its peers using radio
technology. The growth of WNRs is supported by a
wide base of industrial partners and there is a strong
connection between robotics and sensor network enter-
prises. A Robotic Network is a subset of wireless sen-
sor and actuator networks (WSANs) where the nodes
have the added features to both autonomously interact

with the physical world and adapt their own percep-
tion of the environment thanks to the informations
exchanged. One of the most prominent research issue
on this kind of system is how to introduce cooperation
and coordination among multiple autonomous units in
order to accomplish an arbitrary task. Solving this
issue is a pivotal challenge that requires the use of
combined approach from computer science, automatic
control, telecommunication and artificial intelligence.
Nevertheless, current approaches to cooperation among
robots do not display resilience to communication
disruption, commonplace in wireless networks. In this
paper we introduce a novel cooperative packet-loss-
tolerant algorithm, designed to accomplish a specific
task even in presence of link losses. We tackle the
issue from different points of view. From a second-
order consensus algorithm applied to a leader-follower
formation control, we (i) develop a broadcast-based
network protocol able to obtain single-hop consensus
in a wireless network; (ii) introduce a corrective phase
both into the algorithm and into the protocol and (iii)
we demonstrate the improvement over basic solution in
an extremely disrupted wireless network environment.
The paper is organized as follows: Section II presents
a wide scope view of the related literature for network
robotic and consensus control; Section III presents our
wireless networked robot system approach. How we
apply corrective consensus to the Wireless Networked
Robot System is detailed in Section III-A. In Section
IV is shown our design of a real protocol implemen-
tation of the corrective consensus and the results for
a set of simulative experiments using it are shown in
Section V. Section VI concludes the paper.



II. RELATED WORKS

Wireless networked robots extend the concept of
multiple robot systems (MRS). The presence of net-
working provides mobile robots with the capability to
work in a wide range of environments. In this section
we briefly review the related literature. Seminal works
are rooted on underwater [3] terrestrial [4] and urban
[5] monitoring as well as home security [6] applica-
tions. Moreover, many studies on multiple unmanned
aerial vehicles (UAV) coordination for terrain mapping,
rescue and fire-fighting task have been carried out [7].

Recent research on formation control of WNRs has
been developed to formulate decentralized rendezvous
algorithm to guarantee robots to track the leader-robot
position or velocity (i.e. rendezvous or consensus equi-
librium). In this respect several approaches are detailed
in [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13] and references therein.
Although the effect of the communication network
over the formation control performance (i.e. tracking of
leader position) has been analyzed for centralised [14]
and decentralised [15] architecture, the formulation of
an effective algorithm to cope with network disruption
of WNRs is still a challenging problem.

An observer based feedback controller using the
linear matrix inequality (LMI) approach is proposed
in [16]. The reason is to guarantee the robustness of
the system by using a mean square value approach. The
work in [17] studied a second order consensus problem
for a set of mobile agents subject to noisy communi-
cation network check out, time delays and occasional
packet losses modeled by a Bernoulli random process.
They provided consensuability, i.e. consensus seeking
ability, for such networked multi-agent systems. In
[18] the averaging consensus problem with uniform
link losses is considered. In this work, all communi-
cation links in the network may fail simultaneously.
The authors provide a memory consensus protocol,
so that an agent updates its own state according to
the latest information stored in memory. Both works
consider a simplistic link model where the link are
modeled as bidirectional and instantaneous. The work
in [19] proposed a nonlinear protocol for fixed-time
consensus in networks with directed and intermittent
communications. In our work we consider networks
subject to more severe form of faults, as in presence
of heavy disrupted environment. Moreover, we analyse
and cope with the effect of packet losses on the
decentralized control architecture of WNRs. In [20]
a multi-hop dynamic consensus algorithm is proposed
and a sufficient condition for stability is provided in
order to have a faster convergence speed even in pres-
ence of heterogeneous time delays. Optimal parameters
settings are also studied to reduce the packet collision

phenomena. A Kalman filtering problem in a net-
worked system subject to packet losses modeled by two
state Markovian process, is studied in [21]. With these
assumptions, sufficient conditions of the stable estima-
tor are provided. In [22] the effect of packet losses
on an industrial wireless sensor networked (IWSN)
is investigated. New solution for network delay and
packet loss problem are also investigated. A predic-
tive compensator, a modified linear quadratic regulator
and a combination of them, were proposed in order
to reduce the effect of network disruption. In [23],
simulation and experimental test of a single networked
robot (Khepera mobile robot) have been performed to
evaluate the effect of packet loss on quality of control
(QoC) over network quality of service (QoS). They
provided a critical limit for which QoC is acceptable.
The impact of medium access protocol on average
consensus problem over wireless networks for a group
of quad-rotors is analyzed in [24]. This work provides
a simulation environment that models different network
communication layers. In this way, the impact of the
CSMA/CA and TDMA can be evaluated. As a result,
the averaging consensus presents a large convergence
times using CSMA/CA protocols while TDMA is more
suitable for real-time communications. In summary, the
existing solutions deal with symmetric packet losses
and balanced graph, that are far from realistic wireless
networked robot system operative scenarios. However,
a corrective algorithm for the first-order consensus
problem in the case of Bernoulli packet-loss process
with asymmetric link losses is introduced in [25].

Herein, we extend the first-order corrective con-
sensus based algorithm [25] in order to deal with
more realistic WNRs scenarios under different kinds of
packet loss models. Specifically, we consider a leader-
follower scenario where a team of robots (followers)
has to track the leader velocity while maintaining a
desired formation despite the presence of packet losses.
We propose and apply for the first time a second-order
corrective consensus-based model, thus extending the
first order one [25] to the WNRs application scenario.
Secondly, we formulate a broadcast-based network
protocol in order to implement the corrective consensus
over WNR system. Finally, the proposed algorithm
and protocol are validated in a realistic simulative
environment NS-3 in different scenarios.

III. WIRELESS NETWORKED ROBOT MODEL

Let consider a WNR composed of n+1 robots with
n followers (later labelled by subscript F ) and one
leader (later labelled by subscript L) as in Figure 1.
A graph G = (V,E) is used to denote the network
topology among n+1 vehicles with V = {1, ..., n+1}
as the node set and E ⊂ V × V as the edge set.



F = {1, ..., n} denotes the set of followers. An
undirected edge (j, i) ∈ E exists if vehicle i and
vehicle j can access information from each other. It
is also assumed that (i, i) /∈ E. The adjacency matrix
A = [aij ] ∈ R(n+1)×(n+1) is defined as aij = 1 if
(j, i) ∈ E and aij = 0 otherwise. The neighbor set Ni
of vehicle i is defined as Ni = {j : aij = 1}. The
graph G is connected if there is a path between every
pair of nodes. The graph G is balanced if the number
of input links (i.e. in-degree) is equal to the number
of output links (out-degree). This model assumes full-
duplex, instantaneous and perfect communications. We
consider a discrete-time second-order model [26] to
describe the dynamic of leader/followers, namely:

pi(t+ 1) = pi(t) + T · vi(t) (1)

vi(t+ 1) = vi(t) + T ·


ui(t, pi, vi, pj , vj),


i ∈ V
j ∈ V

f(t), if i = n+ 1

where pi(t), vi(t) ∈ R2, ui(t, pi, vi, pj , vj) :
[0,+∞[×R2(n+1) → R2 are, respectively, position,
velocity and control input1 associated with the i−th
vehicle; f(t) : [0,+∞[→ R2 is a signal describing the
leader acceleration and T is the step-size.

Fig. 1: A network of double integrator agents in which
agent i receives the states pj and vj of its neighbour,
agent j, if there is a link (i, j) connecting the two
nodes; the gray circle is the leader.

The objective is to design ui(t) such that the fol-
lowers maintain a desired formation and are able to
follow the leader. Let Dij : Rn+1 → Rn+1 the desired
euclidean distance between vehicle i and vehicle j,
we assume the related matrix D = [Dij ] being a
skew-symmetric matrix with Dij = −Dij for all i, j.

1in the following we use ui(t) as the acceleration, for the sake
of simplicity of notation

At each follower is applied the following Standard
Consensus control law [27]:

ui(t) = uiF (t) + uiL(t) =
n∑
j=1

aij(t)
[(
pj(t)− pi(t)

)
+Dij + γ

(
vj(t)− vi(t)

)]
+ aiL(t)

[(
pL(t)− pi(t)

)
+DiL + γ

(
vL(t)− vi(t)

)]
(2)

where γ > 0 is the coupling strength.
Definition 1:
The desired formation is asymptotically reached if
‖ pj(t)− pi(t) ‖→ Dij and ‖ vj(t)− vi(t) ‖→ vL(t)
∀i, j.
The main aim of the algorithm is to achieve the desired
formation, as in Definition 1, under the assumption
of balanced graph. Unfortunately this assumption is
violated in practice due to packet-losses on real sys-
tems, causing the robots not approach the desired
formation [28], [14]. Therefore, in the next section we
will formulate the definition of a packet-loss-tolerant
algorithm: SOC2 (Second Order Corrective Consensus
algorithm), capable to perform the desired behavior for
a network of mobile robots through local exchange of
information.

A. A Packet loss tolerant Rendezvous Algorithm

Starting from the already defined distributed ren-
dezvous algorithm of equation (2), we define a new
set of variables φij(t) with (i, j) ∈ V 2.

φij(t+ 1) =φij(t) + aij(t)[(pj(t)− pi(t))
+Dij + γ(vj(t)− vi(t))] (3)

φij(0) =0. (4)

For each node i, the auxiliary variables φij(t) represent
the amount of change that node i has made to its state
variables pi(t) and vi(t) due to neighbor j. Also, note
that keeping φij(t) and updating them according to (3)
and (4) do not need any additional message exchange
because the robot already execute (2) at every iteration.
If robot i and j always take the same action, then the
changes they make should be symmetric, i.e., φij(t) =
-φji(t). Therefore, it is natural to define a new set of
variables:

∆ij(t) = φij(t) + φji(t) (5)

that represent the amount of bias (as the sum of the
states) that a robot has accumulated on both directions
of the (i, j) link. In this way robots should reduce the
error in a distributed and iterative manner: each robot
i corrects its own state value.
Specifically, node i collects φij(t) (j ∈ Ni) from
its neighbors to calculate the ∆ij(t). Then node i



adjusts its control input ui using the ∆ij(t)’s. After
this correction, robots resume the standard consensus
shown in (2) while periodically performing the correc-
tive step described above. In summary, there are two
types of iterations in corrective consensus: Standard
and Corrective iterations.

1) During a Standard iteration, robots exchange
state values and update the values in accordance
with (2). In addition, each node also updates the
φij’s as defined in (3) and (4).

2) During a Corrective iteration, robots exchange
φij to calculate the ∆ij’s and use it to adjust their
control input, ui, and auxiliary variables φij .

Corrective consensus starts with the standard iterations
and after every k consecutive standard iterations, one
corrective iteration takes place using the following
control input:

ui(k + 1) = −1

2

n+1∑
j=1

∆ij(k), i = 1, . . . , n (6)

The auxiliary variables, instead, after k consecutive
standard iterations update their value according to:

φij(k + 1) = φij(k)− 1

2
∆ij(k), i, j = 1, . . . , n+ 1

(7)
Overall, SOC2 iterates as follows:

ui(t) =

−1

2

n+1∑
j=1

∆ij(t) if t = l(k + 1)− 1

otherwise
n∑
j=1

aij(t)
[(
pj(t)− pi(t)

)
+Dij + γ

(
vj(t)− vi(t)

)]
+ aiL(t)

[(
pL(t)− pi(t)

)
+DiL + γ

(
vL(t)− vi(t)

)]
where i = 1, . . . , n and ∆ij(t) is given by (5) with

φij(t+ 1) =φij(t)−∆ij(t)/2 if t = l(k + 1)− 1

φij(t) + aij(t)[(pj(t)− pi(t))
+Dij + γ(vj(t)− vi(t))]

otherwise

(8)

where (i, j) ∈ V 2 and l ∈ N is the l-th corrective
iteration.

Remark 1: Notice that the WNR closed loop system
is composed of the model (1), the control law (2) and
the corrective consensus (6) and its stability analysis
can be carried out by leveraging on the existing results
and approaches presented in the literature. Specifically
let an infinite sequence of contiguous time intervals
Tk = [tk, tk+1), k = 0, 1, ... with t0 = 0 and

tk+1 − tk ≤ T , for some uniform T > 0, such that
the topology is fixed on each interval but may change
over different time intervals; the network topology is
said ”jointly connected” if the union of graphs over
the infinite sequence of time intervals Tk is connected
[29]. Under the following connectivity assumption:

Assumption 1: The WNR graph G is jointly con-
nected.
it is possible to prove convergence and stability of
the second order closed loop WNR system composed
of (1) and (2) (see i.e. [26] and references therein).
The stability of the overall WNR closed loop system,
also including the corrective consensus algorithm (6),
may be derived by using the analytic approach formu-
lated in [25]. As herein we are aimed to validate the
performance of the second order corrective consensus
algorithm in a realistic scenario by a well known
simulator also giving a realistic protocol to implement
the proposed algorithm and for space constraints, we
give indications about the main results and assumption
to guarantee stability of the closed loop system. For
the same motivation we notice that herein we assumed
that the variables φij’s are always delivered, but this
assumption may be dropped still guaranteeing network
stability and algorithm convergence (see the approach
in [25]).

IV. PROTOCOL IMPLEMENTATION

As the algorithms of Section III rely only the
exchange of small messages, we have developed a
network protocol based on broadcast messages that
is able to translate the methods and assumptions of
corrective consensus algorithm into a practical imple-
mentation. We called it BESSEL, as for distriButed
corrEctive conSenSus fanEt protocoL. For each robotic
node j, every Ttx seconds, the broadcasting of the
following information is triggered: robot’s unique id,
position, velocity vector and a time-stamp. The source
of this information is outside the scope of this paper,
but different approaches for inertial navigation and
localization for wireless nodes are already widespread
in literature. Whenever node i receives the packet, it
stores the information and calculates the φij(t) accord-
ing to Equation 7. After having collected a set of φij(t)
coming from other nodes, each tφ seconds, every node
j broadcasts a packet containing a time-stamp and the
list of all the φji(t)s it has knowledge of in the time-
frame Tu. Whenever another node i receives the list
of φij(t)s from another node j, it extracts his own
φji(t). In this way the nodes exchange the information
necessary to run the standard consensus algorithm by
calculating and applying a new control input each
Tc ms. Each k iterations of the standard consensus,
the nodes apply instead the corrective one using the



TABLE I: 802.11g Simulation Parameters.

PHY Parameter Value MAC Parameter Value
Frequency 2.4 GHz SlotTime 9 µs
Receive Sensitivity -86 dBm SIFS 16 µs
Transmission Power 18 dBm Preamble Length 96 bit

information they have previously exchanged. As the
simulated nodes’ memory is finite, all the information
older than the current time minus Tu is deleted from a
node. As BESSEL is based only on broadcast messages,
it can be run on any kind of networking solution
that supports packet radio, thus it can be implemented
even at level 2 of the ISO/OSI stack. Furthermore,
it can be implemented as an application and be run
in parallel with any other kind of network services
and applications. By these choices, it is possible to
imagine that BESSEL can be implemented directly on
real drones equipped with commercial, off-the shelf,
network devices and our simulative study is bent to
adhere to this scenario.

V. SIMULATIVE VALIDATION

In order to evaluate the performance of SOC2 and
BESSEL we tested them in the NS-3 simulator [30].
To assess the capability of the corrective consensus
to keep the formation even in disruptive environments
we implemented BESSEL as an application built on
top of UDP/IP that, in turn, is built on top of a IEEE
802.11 wireless network in Ad-Hoc mode without any
routing. We used the stock NS-3 simulated devices
with the radio parameters taken from the market [31]
and summarized in Table I. In this way the information
that has to be exchanged between nodes is directly
serialized and sent as packets whose single transmis-
sion and reception is handled by the simulator’s loss
models.

A. Simulation Scenario

We consider all nodes equipped with a single wire-
less interface and we set the simulator to employ a
two-folded loss model. As the line-of-sight signal and
the reflection of this last one by the ground are much
stronger than any other possible path, in this flying
vehicles environment, the simulator is set to employ
both a Two-Ray-Ground [32] and ITU-R 1411 [33]
propagation models. The first one will take into ac-
count the prominence of the two aforementioned paths
and the second one will take into account the losses due
to the employment in urban or rural environments. It
is important to remark that using this set up, the very
concept of stable topology falls because each single
transmission is capable to address a complete different
set of nodes from the previous or the next one. From
another point of view this approach is capable to render

more closely what happens in a real scenario and thus
is better suited to test network protocols implementa-
tions. The simulator takes into account also some net-
working issues: we assume no fragmentation of packets
and we simulate a IEEE 802.11n [34] protocol stack,
the current consumer standard, so that packet collisions
are treated accordingly. Other protocols have been
discarded as unsuited for the specific tasks as they will
have issues of insufficient range (IEEE 802.15 family),
power and space constraints (IEEE 802.16 family)
or necessity of external infrastructures (TDMA-based
cellular network family). In the simulated scenario,
30 nodes will start from random positions inside a
15m × 15m squared area. They have to reach con-
sensus on a set of predetermined inter-distances, Dij ,
in order to keep a circular formation. The center of
the circular formation is an additional leader node,
which constantly moves in a fixed direction. The inter-
distances Dij are precomputed for each node and used
as the only input at the beginning of the experiment.
The circular formation radius, indicated with δ, is 200
meters. The nodes flight height is set to 50 meters and
kept constant during the simulations. For all our results,
we sample the Maximum Error, EMAX(t), among all
the nodes, according to Definition 1. It represents the
maximum error between nodes formation at time t and
the desired one, defined by D. All the output values
are averaged over 20 runs by using a 90% confidence
interval. The values of tu, Tc and Ttx are respectively
fixed to 4 s, 10 ms and 100 ms. To highlight the
capability of SOC2 and BESSEL to work in heavily
disruptive environments, i.e. in the presence of heavy
jamming, we set the simulator to periodically lower
the transmission range of all the nodes to few meters.
In detail, we set different possibilities for the channel
availability: 40, 60 and 70 as the percentage of time
the network is unavailable over a period of 5 s, and
we refer to it as ND (i.e. Network Disruption). As
BESSEL is time-driven, these values also correspond to
the gross data volume exchanged over the total sent,
saved for losses due to standard network dynamics.
Our results are three-folded. Initially, we demonstrate
the capability of SOC2 and BESSEL to achieve better
results in terms of positioning error in comparison to
the standard consensus. Then, we tune the parameters
of our schemes to ameliorate their performance by
introducing the concept of Corrective Impulse and, at
the end, we propose some network design perspectives
for BESSEL. For the first set of results, we varied the
value of k, the number of standard iterations before
a corrective one is executed, among 50, 100 and 200,
i.e. a corrective iteration is executed every ρ = k×Tc,
that is 500, 1000 and 2000 ms. The values of tφ are set



TABLE II: Values of tφ.

ρ tφ

500ms 400ms
1000ms 900ms
2000ms 1900ms

TABLE III: Scenario Parameters.

Parameter Values
Network Disruption ND 40%, 60%,70%
Formation Radius δ 200m
ρ = k × Tc 500, 1000, 2000 [ms]
Tcorr 1,3,5,10
Tc 10 [ms]
Ttx 100 [ms]

according to SOC2 and summarized in Table II. These
values have been chosen to provide the nodes that
are executing a corrective consensus iteration with the
most updated set of φij(t) possible. Along with SOC2,
we also evaluate the behavior of the standard action in
the same environment. The value S.C., i.e. Standard
Consensus, in the graphs represents the case where
SOC2 is not applied. For the second set of results
we introduce the concept of Corrective Period (Tcorr)
as the number of consecutive corrective consensus
actions in a row, called for every Ttx. Finally, for
our third set of results we introduce the concept of
Consensus Packet Units (CPU ). A CPU is composed
by two three-dimensional vectors representing position
and velocity. In this way, in BESSEL a node i sends
a standard consensus packet made by one CPU and
a corrective consensus packet made by Nnodes×CPU

2
(the list of φij(t)). As the broadcasts of BESSEL are
all time-driven, after a time t and if all nodes can
communicate with any other, the total number of sent
packets by the entire network is given by:

Psent = t× CPU ×
[

1

Ttx
+
Nnodes

2ρ

]
×Nnodes

given that the broadcast events are independent and
Nnodes is the number of nodes in the network. The
total number of packet sent is used to estimate the
network resources needed to reach consensus in the
various scenarios. All the parameters are summarized
in Table III.

B. Results

We have discovered that high levels of ND produces
interesting behavioral changes. For our first set of
results, we focus our analysis on this case. In Figures
2, 3 and 4 it is shown the evolution of EMAX when
the ND and the ρ vary. Specifically, the two horizontal
lines correspond to the thresholds where the distance
difference is below 5% and 2% of the precomputed
distances Dij . The various curves represent the differ-
ent ρ and the different figures represent the different

ND. Higher variations of EMAX can be seen for the
highest levels of disruption. Specifically, it can be
observed that, when the jamming is below 50%, the
performances of the system with SOC2 are similar to
the case when Standard Consensus is applied. This can
be noticed in Figure 2, that points out the strength of
SOC2 in presence of ”good” network conditions, since
it introduces negligible delays. Furthermore, with a ND
of 60% and 70%, it gives multiple advantages over
the standard action. First and foremost, the Standard
Consensus is never able to minimize the error below
the threshold of 2% while SOC2 and BESSEL are
capable to reach the 2% threshold even with 70%
of packet losses due to jamming (Figure 4). Looking
at the results with different ρ, it can be seen that
in Figure 3 there is a direct relationship between a
higher convergence speed and lower ρ, as show in
[25], in fact a more frequent corrective action, i.e.
ρ = 500ms guarantees a faster convergence time,
instead with ρ = 2000ms the convergence speed is
slower. Instead, in Figure 4, EMAX is lower with a ρ
of 1000ms. This is due to the fact that with a higher
ND, a faster exchange of data could lead to congestion
and packet losses, thus leaving nodes with outdated
information for a certain time. Employing instead a
lower exchange ratio, the losses due to collisions are
minimized and data is exchanged more efficiently. In
a second set of results we analyze the impact of a
corrective action application multiple times in a row.
Figures 5 and 6 represent the evolution of EMAX when
a Tcorr is applied in the following way: in Figure 5,
a corrective impulse of 1, 3 and 5 iterations in a row
is applied to a ρ of 1000ms; in Figure 6, a corrective
impulse of 1, 5 and 10 iterations in a row is applied
to a ρ of 2000ms, considering that in this last case the
time window in which new iterations can be executed is
larger. Synchronization issues are predominant again.
In fact, in both figures, a higher Tcorr always leads
to a smaller EMAX , but it is always the middle value
for the same parameter that leads to the best result. As
discussed before, the higher level of disruption of the
analyzed scenario means that the information available
to SOC2 is often outdated due to the loss of most
recent packets. In this case applying more times in
a row the same control input leads to longer delays
in the minimization of EMAX . More in detail, it can
be seen in for Figure 5 that the accuracy increase is
minimal in respect to Figure 6. In the latter, the value
of ρ is already optimal and thus, with a Tcorr of 3, its
effects are increased. Applying instead a higher Tcorr,
the nodes overshoot their optimal positions and EMAX

is increased.



1) Design Guidelines: Up to now we have shown
the behavior of SOC2 and BESSEL from a control
system standpoint but important insights on the design
of practical systems implementing our proposals can
be devised. In fact, in Figures 7 and 8, a pictorial
description of the necessary data to exchange in or-
der to achieve a desired EMAX is given. The plots
represent the evolution of EMAX with a ND of 60%
and 70%. Superimposed with the results for ρ of
500, 1000 and 2000 ms, the straight lines represent
the total number of packets sent by all the nodes
for the same scenario, expressed in CPU . Even if,
for the considered number of nodes, the system does
not incur in packet fragmentation, the resulting packet
size and broadcasting interval for a ρ of 500ms can
lead to great differences in the total data exchanged.
When comparison are made with the case where SOC2

is employed, it is necessary to distinguish between
different levels of ND. For lower levels of disruption,
as in Figure 7 a simple trade-off rule can be easily
extracted. If energy is not an issue, selecting a ρ of
500ms is indeed the best option, at the expenses of
exchanged data and thus congestion issues. For achiev-
ing the same level of EMAX , with a ρ of 1000ms,
BESSEL needs the same amount of data but twice the
time. For higher levels of ND, as in Figure 8, the
performance of SOC2 and BESSEL with various ρ are
flattened by synchronization issues and therefore, an
optimal parameters combination is difficult to identify.
Under certain circumstances, using a greater Tcorr can
be extremely beneficial for BESSEL. In Figure 9 we
compare the evolution of EMAX for two cases: (i)
ρ = 500ms and Tcorr = 1 and (ii) ρ = 2000ms
and Tcorr = 5, superimposed with the data exchange
prediction for the same settings. For case (ii), we can
see that EMAX falls below the 2% threshold even
faster than case (i). If we consider that the network
load is independent of Tcorr, we can see that using
the right Tcorr, SOC2 and BESSEL can achieve the
same performances associated with a higher network
load using a fraction of the packets. Besides, these
results underline that a synchronization system for the
exchange of the φij(t)s is one of the most important
issues to be addressed.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

Distributed rendezvous algorithm provide an elegant
way to keep cooperating robots in a desired formation
or have a specific behavior That solution is how-
ever impractical when applied to wireless networks
that naturally exhibit asymmetric packet losses. In
this paper has been proposed a corrective consensus
algorithm (e.g. packet-loss-tolerant) that enables the
practical use of consensus in real-life mobile robot

networks. Through the addition of new variables at
each node and new corrective iterations, the proposed
method let a wireless robotic network to converge to
a desired formation despite heavy link losses. Fur-
thermore, the performance of corrective and standard
consensus algorithms in terms of convergence speed
are compared. Additional work is prospected to devise
a synchronization system for the timely exchange of
updated information and to better tune the parameters
of the algorithm and the related network protocol.
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Fig. 8: Network design guidelines with ND = 70%.
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